
Bhejane Nature Training
Short Courses What to Bring 

List of compulsory and recommended items to bring

Compulsory Items Recommended and Optional Items

� Camping Gear for convenience

� Tent (We camp in tents at certain
camps. Bhejane will provide tents for
all students, but you are welcome to
bring your own if you prefer to be in
your own tent.)

� Ammunition Slide – should be able
to hold 10 rounds of .375 calibre.
(Trails only)

� Knife for Trails - if carrying a knife,
the preferred knife for trails is an
Open Sheath (Fixed Blade Sheath
knife) with a maximum length of
28cm (including blade and grip).

� Bring more than one torch if
possible. It is a good idea to have
both a handheld and headlamp.

� Recommended backpack for trials
guiding is as follow:

a) Should have a water bladder with a
capacity of between 2.5 – 3 litres.

b) Backpack must have a total capacity of at
least 28 Litres. Make sure it has a
comfortable fit with extra support around
the waist if preferred. Fit your back-pack
before buying to make sure it fits you and
you can carry it comfortably – you are
going to be walking far!

��We recommend a small waterproof
kit for phones etc while doing water-
base activities (Zip lock bags also
work well!)  (Good for all courses)

� Comfortable clothes for camp days.
� Warm Jacket
� Good walking shoes / hiking boots
� Gumboots or other suitable shoes for walking

through marshy areas.
� Comfortable shoes or flops for around camp
� Rain Suit or Poncho
� Swimsuit and Towel
� Mask, Snorkel and Fins (Marine and Combined

Only)
� Non-slip shoes for Rocky Shores and other

Marine practicals. (no Flip flops for praticals)
(Marine and Combined only)

� Linen and Bedding for camp
� Sleeping-bag and Camping Pillow
� Field Guide Reference Books (Please refer to the

Booklist)
� Binoculars
� Good quality belt (preferably double-stitched

leather belt) (Trails)
� Pocket Knife / Multi-tool
� Torch with spare batteries.
� Stationary and Notebooks
� 1 x Lever Arch File
� Waterbottle
� Day Backpack
� Personal First Aid Kit (NB)
� Personal toiletries
� Washing powder and washing pegs
� Sunscreen and a Hat (optional)
� Tick and Insect Repellent
� Any medication you may need (Chronic, motion

sickness, and sinus and allergies)
� Pocket money for tuck shop
� Dictionary (Compulsory if you are not an English

First Language Speaker.)
� Coffee Mug (We recommend that you bring one

for camp, and one for traveling. Please mark the
camp mug clearly with your name or initials.)

� Camping Cutlery and Plate
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��Kitchen Storage Box

� Food for off days and weekends of staying in
camp. Students must make an effort to obtain
any supplies they need from town on weekends.

� It is usually not a problem to arrange transport
with fellow students. The camp is 20km out of
Hluhluwe. Meals can also be arranged at the
camp over off days if the kitchen is open, but will
be charged at ad additional amount.

� You will be given a Bhejane Cap as
part of your uniform. Students may
not wear any other caps, but may
wear wide-brim hats instead.

� Mosquito Net

� Marine: Remember to bring
medication for motion sickness if you
suffer from this. When diving in
Sodwana we do Surf-launches only,
so please bring medication if prone
to sea-sickness.

� Camera (Please note that cell-
phones may be used for photographs
on practical, but strict rules apply to
any other use of phones while on
practical)

� Laptop for presentations and
projects

� Extra storage box for your room

� Passport (We are less than an hour
away from both Swaziland and
Mozambique)

Choosing the right Binoculars
Binoculars are possibly the most crucial piece of equipment a nature guide needs. Choosing the right
pair of binoculars is very important. Good quality binoculars can be very expensive, so it is important
to understand what the most important features are to help you make the right decision.

Bhejane recommends Roof-prism binoculars, with magnification specifications as explained below.

Once you have found the pair with the correct magnification that is within your budget, you should
also consider some practical attributes such as:

� How heavy are they? Will you be able to comfortably carry them around your neck all day?
� How big are they? Very large and bulky binoculars should not be considered, rather opt for

something that is nice and compact.
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To avoid binoculars that are too big and heavy, try to restrict your lens width to a range between 30-
50mm.

� Magnification – minimum recommend magnification is 8, maximum is 10.
� The ideal binoculars therefore would have a lens width and magnification specification of

8x42mm or 10x42mm.
� How is the image quality? You can test this in store. Pick up the binoculars and look out over

an area stretching for at least 100m. Is the image sharp across the entire field of view? Are
colours true to life?

� Are the eye-pieces adjustable? Eye pieces should be able to adjust individually.
Recommended brands and price ranges:

BRAND  LENS WIDTH AND
MAGNIFICATION

PRICE RANGE

Bushnell 10x42 From R1500
Vortex (Can be ordered from us) 8X40 From R6800
Leupold 8x42 From R2800
Nikon Monarch 8x42 From R2600
Leica 8x42, or 10x 42 From R16 000
Swarovski 8x42 From R21 000


